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A PARTITION THEOREM FOR TRIPLES1

E. C. MILNER AND K. PRIKRY

ABSTRACT. Consider a partition of triples of enumerable ordinals into two

classes. We show that either for each natural number k, the first class contains

all triples from a set of type u> + k, or the second class contains all triples of a

four element set.

1. Introduction. If 7 is an ordinal, r a positive integer and <p, tpi (i < 7) linear

order types, then the partition symbol

of Erdös and Rado [5] means that the following statement is true: whenever (S, <)

is a linearly ordered set of type <p and [5]r = {X C S: \X\ = r} is partitioned into

7 classes Ki (i < 7), then there are i < 7 and B c S such that (B, <) has order

type tpt and B is homogeneous for the class Ki, i.e. [B]r Ç Ki. The negation of

(1.1) is written <p -*+ (^¿)¿<7- Also, when 7 = 2 we write (1.1) as <p —* (tpo^iY-

Partition relations have played a central role in the study of many set-theoretic

problems, and a great deal is now known about such relations especially for the case

when the order types are initial ordinals, i.e. cardinal numbers (see [4]). Rather

less is known when the order types are not cardinals and most of the known results

of this kind are for the case r = 2. The only relations for order types (as opposed

to cardinals) that we know for r > 3 are the following:

(1.2) wi T^(u + 2,r + l)r    and   A * (w + 2,r + l)r       (r > 4),

(1.3) X^(oj + 2,uj)3,

(1.4) wi *(oj + 2,u)3,

(1.5) T¡>-^(oj + k,4)3       (¿fe<w),

(1.6) p-*(oj + iya       (r,s<u).

Here A denotes the order type of the reals with the usual ordering, tp is any real

type, i.e. an uncountable type such that ip J* wi and V It wî) and <p denotes any

linear order satisfying the relation

(1.7) P-M¿

(in other words ¡p is not a countable union of reverse well ordered types). All

the above results were proved by Erdös and Rado [5] except for (1.6). They only

proved (1.6) for the special case tp = Wi, and Galvin [6] gave a proof which works
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for arbitrary <p satisfying (1.7). In this paper we prove the following companion of

(1.5),

(1.8) wi -► (« + k, 4)3       (Jfe<w).

The proof of (1.5) given by Erdös and Rado [5, Theorem 31] is quite complicated

and relies in an essential way upon the fact that any real type ip is the ordinal sum

ip = ifro + tpi oí two real types V>0; i>i- It is for this reason that their method of

proof did not yield (1.8).

We shall prove the relation (1.8) under the additional assumption that Martin's

axiom MAWl, is true. It then follows, by an argument due to Baumgartner and

Hajnal [2, Theorems 3 and 4], that, since (1.8) is an absolute statement relative to

a countable chain condition extension, it is also a theorem of ZFC.

As frequently happens, when corresponding partition relations like (1.5) and

(1.8) hold for real types and for wi, then the same relation holds for the wider class

of order types <p satisfying (1.7). This is the case here. In §4 we indicate briefly

how our proof of (1.8) may be modified to prove that

(1.9) <p^(u + k,if       (k<oj)

holds for any <p satisfying (1.7). Again, this resembles the Baumgartner and Hajnal

proof [2] that

(1.10) <p^(a)l        (a < wi,k < w).

No doubt a direct proof of (1.9) can be given along the same lines that Galvin [7]

used to prove (1.10), but we did not investigate this.

It is natural to conjecture that (1.9) can be strengthened to

(1.11) <p->(a,n)3       (a<u>i,n<u>),

but we were unable to prove either of the following "simplest cases" not covered by

(1.9):

(1.12) (?)w,^(w2,4)3,     (?)cji^(w + 2,5)3.

Another interesting question is whether A can be replaced by any real type in (1.3).

2. Notation. We use standard set theoretic notation as used, for example, in

Jech [8].

If (S, <) is a linearly ordered set and x G S, then we write S(> x) to denote the

set {y £ S : y > x}. Also, if X and Y are subsets of S, we write X < Y to indicate

that x < y holds for all x e X and y &Y.

Let (S, <) be an ordered set and let [S}r = {X C S: \X\ = r} = \J{Ki ■ i < l}
be any partition. Then for an order type ip, we write t¡> e [Ki] if there is a subset

B Ç S such that (B, <) has order type tp(.B, <) = ip and B is homogeneous for the

class Ki, i.e. [B\r Ç A"¿. For r,s < u and A,B C S we write [A)r ® [B]s to denote

the set {X Ç AU B: \XH A\ = r, \X f] B\ = s}.
We refer to Jech [8, p. 230] for a statement of Martin's axiom MAK. The main

use that we make of this axiom is contained in the following two lemmas; Lemma

2.2 is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1 and Ramsey's theorem. For Lemma 2.1,

see e.g. [9, Theorem 7].
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LEMMA 2.1. Assume MAa. Let Ap G [w]w (p G X) and any finitely many of

these sets have infinite intersection. Then there is a set X G [w]" such that X\AP

is finite for all p < X.

LEMMA 2.2. Assume MAa holds for X < k. Suppose that, for each p < k,

rp,kp < ui and fp: [w]r'> —* kp. Then there is an ultrafilter U on u such that for

each p < k there is an fp-homogeneous set Ap G U (i.e. fp \ [Ap]r" is constant).

3. A proof of (1.8) assuming MAWl. In this section the letters A and B

(possibly with suffixes or primes) will always denote subsets of cji which respectively

have order types w and wi.

Let [wi]3 = Ko U Ki. We want to show that either

(3.1) co + kG [K0]

or

(3.2) ie[Ki}.

LEMMA 3.1. Assume MAWl, A Ç wi, B Ç wi. Then there are i < 2, A' C A,
B' CB such that [A'}2 ® [B'}1 C Ki.

PROOF. By Lemma 2.2 (MA is not needed for this case) there is an ultrafilter

U on A such that for each p G B there are Ap G U and i(p) < 2 such that

[Ap]2 ® [{p}] Ç Ki(p). By Lemma 2.1 there is A* Ç A such that A* \ Äp is finite
for all p G B. Since B is uncountable, there are i < 2, a G A* and B' Ç B such

that A' = A*(> a) Ç Äp and i(p) = i for all p G B'. Then [A']2 ® [5']1 ç if,.

LEMMA 3.2.  Assume MAWl. If B Çun is such that

(3.3) [Afalflfgffo

/or a// A', 5' Ç B, then there are sets An Ç B (n < w) such that Am < An and

[Am]2 (g) [An]1 CKiform<n<u.

PROOF. By (3.3) and repeated applications of Lemma 3.1, it follows that there

are sets A'n,B'n Ç B (n < u>) such that A'n < B'n, A'n+X U B'n+X ç Bn and

[A'n]2®[B'nY<AKi.
By Lemma 2.2 there is an ultrafilter Un on A'n such that, for each p G B, there

are AntP G Un and i(n,p) < 2 such that [A„,p]2 (g) [{p}]1 Ç K^niPy

Suppose that for some n < w there are uncountably many p G B such that

¿(n, p) = 0. Applying Lemma 2.1 as in the second half of the proof of Lemma 3.1,

we find A' Ç A'n and B' C B such that [A']2 ® [B']1 Ç An, which contradicts (3.3).

Without loss of generality we may therefore assume that i(n, p) = 1 for all n < w

and p G B.

Let n < u: and suppose that we have already chosen elements üj G B and sets

Aj Ç A'j for j < n and a set Bn Ç B such that

(J A; < {a0} < {ai} < ■ ■ ■ < {an-i} < Bn
j<Ul

and

Aj Ç Aj,p    if j < n and pe Bn(J {a0, ■■■, a„_i}.
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By the same argument as used in the proof of Lemma 3.1, there are An Ç

f\j<nÄn,ai and Bn+X Ç Bn such that An Ç An,p for all p G Bn+V Choose

any element an G Bn+X and set Bn+i = {x G Bn+1: x > an}. Then the sets

An (n < u>) and Aw = {aj : j < u>} satisfy the requirements of the lemma.

We now prove (1.8) under the assumption that MAWl holds. As we have already

remarked in §1, it follows by an absoluteness argument of Baumgartner and Hajnal

that (1.8) is also a theorem of ZFC.

Case 1. There are Aq,Bq Ç wi such that [An]2 <g> [5o]1 Q Ko- We may assume

that An < Bo- Let U be an ultrafilter on An. For each set X G [Bo]2, there is

i(X) < 2 such that A(X) = {a G A0: {a} U X G KiW} G U. By the Dushnik-
Miller theorem [3], (see also [4, p. 70], wi —> (uj,oji)2, and so either (i) there is

Ax Ç Bq such that i(X) = 0 (VX G [Ai]2), or (ii) there is 5i C B0 such that

i(X) = 1 (VX G [Bi]2).
Suppose (i) holds. By Ramsey's theorem we may assume that [Ai]3 Ç Ko (i < 2),

otherwise (3.2) holds. Choose W G [Ai]fc and let A = f]X€[w]2 A(X). Then A UVF

has order type u> + k and [A U W]3 Ç Ko so that (3.1) holds.

Suppose (ii) holds. If (3.1) is false, then there is Z G [Bi]3 such that Z G K\.

Choose z G f){A(X): X G [Z]2}. Then [{2} U Z]3 Ç Ki and (3.2) holds.
Case 2. [A]2 ® [B]1 % K0 for all A,BCwi.
In this case, by Lemma 3.2, there are sets An Ç wi (n < uj) such that An <

Ai < ■ • ■ < Au and [Am]2 <g> [An]1 Ç Ki for m < n < ui. By Ramsey's theorem we

may assume that [AJ\3 Ç Ko, otherwise (3.2) holds. Let Y = {y¿: i < k} G [AJf-
We may assume that, for X G [Y]2 and n <ui, there is at most one element a G An

such that {a} UX G Ki, otherwise (3.2) holds. Thus, without loss of generality we

may suppose that [U„<ü, An]1 ® [Y]2 Ç K0.

Consider the partition

(J    [Am]1^[An]1= JoUJiU-.-UJfc,
m<n<u>

in which {a, a'} G Jj (j < k) ii j is the least integer such that {a,a',yj} G Ki, and

{a,a'} G Jfc if {a,a',yj} G Ko for all j < k. Suppose that

(3.4) whenever no < ni < ■ ■ ■ < u> and A'n. Q Ani (i < (*)), then

there are a G A'no and indices i(l) (I < u) such that

0 < i(0) < i(l) < ■■■ and sets A^.(¡) Ç A'n.([) such that

{a, a'} G Jfc for all a' G \Jl<UJ A¿*{1) •

Then we may inductively choose indices ny (j < u) and elements aj G Anj (j <

w) so that all pairs {aj, aj'} belong to Jfc for j < j' < w. Put A = {aj : j < cu}. As

before, we may assume that [A]3 Ç Ko- Then A U Y is a subset of wi of type w + k

and [AUF]3 Ç K0, i.e. (3.1) holds.
Therefore, we may assume that (3.4) is false. Without loss of generality we may

therefore suppose that for each element a G An the set

AT(a) = {n < oj: {a, a'} G Jk for infinitely many a' G An}

is finite. Let Z G [An]fc+1 and let n G w \ \Ja€Z N(a). Then there is some element

a' G An such that {a, a'} £ Jk for all a G Z. Hence, there are an, ai G Z and j < k

such that {an, a'} and {ai, a'} both belong to Jj. It follows that [{an, ai, a', w^}]3 G

Ki, i.e. 4 G [tfil.
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4. Types which satisfy p —► (w)w. Let $ denote the class of all linear order

types tp which satisfy the partition relation p —* (ui)1. For p G $, we say that <p

is right-irreducible if <p = <po + <Pi, <fi ^0 implies ipi G $. In order to prove (1.3)

for types <p G $ we need the following simple facts.

LEMMA 4.1. If tp G $, then <p can be written as p = ipo + <pi, where tpo G $

and <po is right-irreducible.

PROOF. Let (S, <) be a linearly ordered set of type p. Let Si = {x G S:

tp(S(> x),<) i $}, So = S \ Si, tpi = tp(S¿,<) (t < 2). Then p = p0 + <Pi.
It will be enough to show that <pi & $. Let {xp: p < A} be a coinitial sequence

in Si such that xq > xi > ••■. Then, for p < X, there is an w-decomposition of

Xp = S(> xp) \ \Jc<pS(> x„), say Xp = Un<u>Xpn, such that tp(Xpn, <) t w.

Put Yn = \Jp<x Xpn. Then Si = [Jn<w Fn and tp(Fn, <) % u since X0 > Xx > ■ ■ -.

LEMMA 4.2. If <p G $, then either tp > u>i or there are <pn G $ (n < uj) such

that ip > <po + <pi + • • ■•

PROOF. By Lemma 4.1 we may assume that tp is right-irreducible. If <p ̂  oji,

then the cofinality of tp is w. Therefore, tp = V'o+V'iH-for some types tpn (n < w).

The set JV = {n: ^n G $} is infinite since ^> is right-irreducible. If N = {ni : i < oj},

where no < »i < ■ • ■, then <p> tp0 + tpi + ■ ■ -, where tpz = tbni G $.

Suppose (S, <) is an ordered set of type tp G $. We want to show that, if

[S]3 = KQ U Ki, then either (3.1) or (3.2) holds.
The proof is essentially the same as above, the key step being to prove the

analogue of Lemma 3.2. As before A (A' etc.) denotes a subset of S of type u>,

but now B (B' etc.) denotes a subset such that tp(B) G $. There is one technical

difficulty. We may clearly assume that tp is such that |^'| = \tp\ whenever tp' < tp

and tp' G $. However, the cardinal \tp\ may be strictly greater than Ni (see [1]).

Because of this we have to replace the hypothesis MAWl by MA^. With this

modification, the proofs of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 are essentially as before. The only

additional remark that is needed is that if <p Jf wj, then tp > <p0 + Pi + ■ • ■ where

Pi G $ by Lemma 4.2, and this is enough to ensure that the sets A'n (n < w)

in the proof of Lemma 3.2 may be chosen so that \Jn<ÜJ A'n is not cofinal in S.

This establishes (3.3) under a suitable hypothesis, but as before, by the remarks of

Baumgartner and Hajnal [2], this extra hypothesis is inessential.

5. Concluding remarks. As we already stated, our method of proving (1.9)

does not seem to yield (1.11), or even the weaker statements in (1.12). It should

be noted that (1.11) is stronger than the Baumgartner-Hajnal theorem (1.10). In

fact, by a standard argument due to Hajnal (see [4, Theorem 25.1]) if a is a limit

ordinal and n —> (3)2, then

(5.1) P^(a,n)3

implies

(5.2) <P-+(*)1

For suppose that (5.1) holds and S is an ordered set of type <p and [S]2 = (J*<fc ̂ »

is any ^-partition of the pairs of S. Consider the partition [S]3 = L0 U Li, whtre

for a < ß < 7 we have {a, ß, 7} G Li if and only if there are distinct i,j < k such
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that {a,ß} G Ki and {ß,i} G Kj. The fact that n -> (3)1 implies that n G" [Li].
Therefore, by (5.1), there is a set S' Ç S such that tp(S') = a and [S']3 Ç L0.
This implies that [S']2 Ç Ki for some i <k since S' has no last element.

Finally we point out that it is possible to extend Lemma 3.2 and replace to + 1

by any a < u>i. Using the same notation as in §3 we prove the following.

LEMMA 5.1. Assume MAWl. Let a < u>i and let B be any subset of uji such

that (3.3) holds. Then there are sets Ap Ç B (p < a) such that An < Ai < • ■ ■ and

MQ^ÇKi (p<o<a).

Lemma 5.1 follows by an easy induction argument from Lemma 3.1 and the

following lemma.

LEMMA 5.2. Assume MAWl. Let B Ç ujx and suppose that (3.3) holds. Let

An (n < w) be disjoint subsets of B. Then there are A'n Ç An (n < u>) and B' Ç B

such that [A'n]2 <g> [B1]1 Ç Ki (n<co).

PROOF. By Lemma 2.2 there is an ultrafilter Un on An (n < oj) such that, for

each p G B, there are i(n,p) < 2 and a set An,p G Un such that [A„iP]2 ® [{p}]1 Ç

Ki(n,P)- As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we may assume that i(n, p) = 1 for all n < uj

and p G B. By Lemma 2.1, there is Xn Ç An (n < w) such that Xn \ An,p is finite

for all p G B.
Let P be the set of all ordered pairs (n, s) such that n G u, s G [B]<ul and the

set

B(n, 8) = lp€B:(Vj<n)(xj\ ÄhP C |J (X, \ Äj<a) J 1

is uncountable. It is easy to see that P is not empty. Define a partial order <p on

P so that (n', s') <p (n, s) if and only if n < n', s Ç s' and s' \s Ç B(n, s).

For (n,s) G P, let l((n,s)) = ((Jo-gaí^i \ Â?>): 3 ^ n)- Since there are only

countably many different sequences l((n,s)), it follows that, if Q is any uncount-

able subset of P, then there are n < o> and distinct (n, si), (n, S2) G Q such that

l((n, Si)) = l((n, 82))- It follows that (n, Si U 82) is an element of P which precedes

both (n, si) and (n, 83) in the order <p. Thus (P, <P) satisfies the countable chain

condition.

It is easy to check that the sets £k = {(n,s) G P: n > k} (k < uj) and D„ =

{(n, s) G P: s \ n ^ 0} (n < u>i) are dense in (P, <p), and so by MAWl there is

a filter 7 Ç P having nonempty intersection with all £k (k < w) and Dn (r¡ < uii).

Put B' = \J{s : (n, s) G ? for some n < w}.

For k <td choose any (n, s) G <?fc fl J and set

A'k = xknf]Äk,0.
<t€s

Notice that this definition of A'k does not depend upon the particular choice of

(n,s). For, if (m,t) G £k H 7, then there is (l,r) G Ek H 7 which precedes both

(n, s) and (m, t) in the order <p and this implies that

xknf] ifc,CT = Xfcn p| ifc^ = xkn f| ifc,ff.
<r£a crEt a&r

Now, for /c < w and p G B' there is (n, s) G J such that n > fc and p G s. Since

A'fc Ç Äk,p and z(fc,p) = 1, it follows that [A'fe]2 (g) {p} Ç Kx (k < u,p G B').
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